
 

Izabella Stefnis is an intuitive healer who brings serenity, balance and inspiration to individuals struggling with 
stressful demands of life and work.  She facilitates healing sessions for individuals, groups and businesses.  She 
specializes in healing people and environments through vibrational methods including aromatherapy, energy 
healing, spiritual healing, space clearing, crystals, tuning forks, vibrational essences, psychic guidance, 
channeling and card decks.  Services include: 
 

• Space Blessings & Clearings for Offices & Homes 
• Healing Circles  
• The Path to Heal  Sessions  
• The Path to Heal  “Professional Actualization” for business leaders 
• Personal Development Workshops 
• Aromatherapy 
• Energy and Spiritual Healing  

 
Izabella began her healing journey more than twenty years ago.  She trained with some of the best teachers in 
personal development, spiritual psychology, energy medicine, sound healing and natural health.  Through 
first-hand experience, she learned about the healing powers of spiritual healing, plant remedies, healthy foods 
and exercise.  As a result, she transformed her life from disharmony to positive alignment and 
accomplishment.   
 
The Path to Heal is the dominant healing modality utilized in Izabella’s practice.  The premise of The Path to 
Heal system is that “only love is real” and that when we exist in the vibration of love, all pain and negativity 
resolves.   In Izabella’s view, The Path to Heal is the most comprehensive and effective healing system that can 
heal masses of people, families and organizations as well as ancestral DNA and issues from past lives.  The 
Path to Heal is the only modality that exists that easily heals all dysfunction at its core and replaces it with 
love. 
 
Izabella has B.A. degrees in Business Administration and Fashion Design. She is certified as a practitioner in 
Path to Heal, Energy Healing, Medicinal Aromatherapy and Angel Tarot Reading.  She completed one year of 
M.A. studies in Spiritual Psychology.  She is an ordained minister in The Movement of Spiritual Inner 
Awareness. 
 
 


